Who Are We?

We are a small but surprisingly diverse bunch of people, age 14 to over 90. Our congregation includes dreamers and do-ers, Republicans and Democrats, mystics, skeptics, agnostics, developmentally disabled and PhDs, teachers and teenagers, grandparents and grandchildren, veterans and vegetable gardeners, quilters and chemists, doubters, people in recovery, artists and scientists.

What unites us is a commitment to following Jesus Christ, extending the welcome he offers to everyone, and doing our best to love God, love our neighbors and love each other. We want to be part of the solution to the world’s problems, not add to them. (We know we are not perfect!)

As well as worship on Sundays at 10 AM, some of us gather for prayer and meditation on Tuesdays at 5 pm. We help cook for St Paul's Soup kitchen several times a year and we run Kay's Place Thrift Shop on Saturdays (10 am - 2 pm). We all struggle with questions of life and death (as well as raising kids and grand-kids, caring for friends and elderly relatives, going to work, to school, to the grocery store and so on.

We're pretty informal - if you come and join us for worship on a Sunday you'll probably find us hanging out in the kitchen before the service. And when we do make it to the Sanctuary, we'll invite you to sit with us!

We hope to see you soon!